In Hungarian negation is expressed by the negative particle nem (ne in imperative, subjunctive, and optative clauses). In the case of predicate negation, nem precedes the verb phrase; in the case of constituent/focus negation, it precedes the preverbal focus. Nem merges with the 3rd person copula, yielding nincs 'isn't'. The predicate negating nem elicits the inversion of the verbal particle and the verb. An indefinite in the scope of negation is supplied with the minimalizer sem. Hungarian is a negative concord language; universal and existential pronouns have a special negative form (cf. mindenki 'everybody', valaki 'somebody', senki 'nobody'). Such negative pronouns always require the presence of the negative particle.
The language
Hungarian is spoken by about 12.5 million speakers in the Carpathian Basin in Central Europe. It is the official language of Hungary; it is a minority language in the neighbouring countries. It is the mother tongue of nearly 10 million speakers in Hungary, 1.5 million speakers in Romania, 500 000 speakers in Slovakia, about 300 000 speakers in Serbia, and 150 000 speakers in the Ukraine. It is dialectally fairly homogeneous. Its only dialect which significantly deviates from the standard language is the easternmost Csángó dialect spoken in the Moldva region of Romania.
Hungarian is a discourse-configurational language, with a clause-initial topic and an immediately preverbal exhaustive focus. Quantifiers are also usually preposed into the preverbal field. The verbal complements with no special discourse role or logical function follow the verb in a free order. The verb agrees with its subject and its definite object. The NP is head-final. Local and temporal relations are expressed by postpositions and a great variety of morphological cases.
Clausal negation

Standard negation
Negation is expressed by the negative particle nem in the unmarked case. It can appear in two positions. If nem negates a neutral sentence with no structural focus, it immediately precedes the verb:
(1) a. A kutya ugat. the dog barks 'The dog is barking.' b. A kutya nem ugat.
'The dog is not barking.'
The Hungarian verb is often accompanied by a so-called verb modifier: a resultative or terminative verbal particle (2a), a bare nominal object (3a), or some other non-referential, predicative complement. In focusless affirmative sentences the verb modifier immediately precedes the verb. The neutral 'verb modifier, verb' order is reversed in negative clauses (except for a rare, archaic pattern discussed in section 2.5.)
(2) a. A kutya meg-fogta a nyulat. 1 the dog PRT caught the rabbit-ACC ‛The dog caught the rabbit.' b. A kutya nem fogta meg a nyulat. the dog not caught PRT the rabbit-ACC ‛The dog did not catch the rabbit.'
(3) a. A kutya nyulat fogott. the dog rabbit-ACC caught ‛The dog caught some rabbit(s).' b. A kutya nem fogott nyulat.
‛The dog did not catch any rabbit(s).'
In constructions containing a preverbal structural focus, either the focus, or the background, or both, can be negated:
(4) a. A KUTYA fogta meg a nyulat. the dog caught PRT the rabbit ‛It was the dog that caught the rabbit.' b. Nem A KUTYA fogta meg a nyulat.
‛It was not the dog that caught the rabbit.' c. A KUTYA nem fogta meg a nyulat.
‛It was the dog that did not catch the rabbit.' d. Nem a KUTYA nem fogta meg a nyulat.
‛It was not the dog that did not catch the rabbit.'
In focus constructions, it is the focus constituent that elicits the reversal of the ‛verb modifier, verb' order of neutral sentences (4a). Focus negation involves no further word order change: the negative particle immediately precedes the focus (4b). Background negation (4c) is nondistinct from clausal negation illustrated in (2b): the negative particle immediately precedes the verb. Hungarian has a minimizing particle, sem, deriving from es nem ‛also not'. Sem is the negative polarity equivalent of the additive/emphatic particle is 'also, even' (5a-c). Sem also obligatorily accompanies indefinites in the scope of negation (6a-b), in which case it roughly means 'at all'. Sem is always unstressed; it is phonologically cliticized to the preceding lexical word. When sem appears in an immediately preverbal (5b, 6b) or prefocus (5c) position, the negative particle licensing it is not spelled out (or, putting it differently, it merges into sem), as a consequence of which sem is interpreted as the negative particle. In view of the facts surveyed, Hungarian negation counts as partly symmetric, partly asymmetric in the typology Miestamo (2005) : the negation of neutral sentences containing no verb modifier, and the negation of focus constructions is symmetric, causing no restructuring of the sentence, whereas the negation of neutral sentences containing a verbal particle (the majority pattern, including all telic/perfective sentences, among others) is asymmetric, eliciting V-movement across the verb modifier. (In fact, negation may elicit V-movement in all neutral sentences; however, V-movement is invisible if no verb modifier intervenes between the source and the target positions of the verb.)
Negation in non-declaratives
In imperative (7) and optative sentences (8), the negative particle nem is replaced by ne. Ne occupies the same preverbal and/or prefocus position as nem does. Similar to nem, the particle ne can also license the minimizer sem (see 9a, 10a). When the sem-phrase of an imperative, optative, or subjunctive clause is moved into immediately preverbal or prefocus position, sem merges with the negative particle, yielding se (9b, 10b).
(9) a. Ne engedd be a kutyát sem! not let in the dog-ACC either 'Don't let in the dog, either!' b. A kutyát se engedd be! 'Don't let in the dog, either!' (10) a. Ne engedj be egy kutyát sem! not let in a dog-ACC at all 'Don't let in any dog!' b. Egy kutyát se engedj be! 'Don't let in any dog!'
Negation in non-verbal clauses
Hungarian nominal and adjectivel predicates with a 3rd person subject are negated with the particle nem left-adjacent to the predicate:
(11) a. János tanár /okos. John teacher /smart ‛John is a teacher/John is smart.' b. János nem tanár/nem okos.
‛John is not a teacher./John is not smart.'
If the subject is other than 3rd person, and/or if the tense and mood are other than present tense indicative, the copula has to be spelled out. The nominal/adjectival predicate immediately precedes the copula (12a, 13a). This construction is non-distinct from a neutral sentence containing a verbal modifier represented by a bare nominal complement, e.g. that in (3a). In the case of negation, the ‛nominal predicate, copula' order is reversed (12b, 13b):
(12) a. Én tanár vagyok. ‛John was not ill.'
In locative and possessive sentences, the copula has to be spelled out also in 3rd person present tense indicative (14a, 15a). The 3rd person present tense indicative copula has a special negative form (the copula is incorporated into the negative particle) (14b, 15b). The negative copula occupies the pre-verb-modifier position of negated verbs. (In possessive sentences, the possessum, bearing a possessive suffix, is not a bare nominal acting as a verb modifier; hence its position is not affected by negation.) The negative copula can also license the minimizer sem (see 16a, 17a). When the semphrase licensed by it is moved into the immediately preverbal position, its sem merges with the negative copula, yielding sincs (16b, 17b). 
Other clausal negation constructions
An alternative pattern of negation, gradually disappearing from the language, is still allowed in a number of contexts. It is the preferred option in a single clause type: temporal clauses introduced by amíg 'until' (21). In subjunctive clauses (22a), conditional clauses (22b), and non-finite clauses (22c,d), it occurs as an alternative of the regular pattern discussed in Section 2.1. In this construction, the verbal particle precedes (rather than follows) the negated verb. In main clauses, the marked 'verbal particle, negative particle, verb' order has a special emotive value, and, accordingly, it mainly occurs in exclamative, imperative and optative sentences. It is also licensed in coordinate clauses introduced by se(m)...se(m) 'neither...nor'.
(23) a. Meg sem szólalt! PRT In another pattern of clausal negation, the negative particle ne of imperative and optative main clauses and subjunctive subordinate clauses merges with the complementizer hogy ‛that'. The resulting nehogy does not elicit the reversal of the verbal particle and the verb.
(24) a. Nehogy be-engedd a kutyát! not-that in let-IMP-2SG the dog-ACC ‛Don't let in the dog!' b. Csak nehogy baj lenne /legyen! only not-that trouble be-COND-3SG /be-SUBJ-3SG 'If only there would not/should not be any trouble!'
In subordinate subjunctive clauses, there is some uncertainty whether nehogy ‛not that' is a negative complementizer or just a negative particle. The complementizer hogy can be spelled out twice in such sentences, as shown in (25b,c), which argues for the negative particle status of nehogy:
(25) a. Vigyázz, nehogy be-jöjjön a kutya. take.care not-that in come-SUBJ-3SG the dog ‛Take care so that the dog should not come in.' b. Vigyázz, hogy nehogy bejöjjön a kutya. ‛Take care so that the dog should not come in.' c. Vigyázz, hogy a kutya nehogy bejöjjön. ‛Take care so that the dog should not come in.'
On the other hand, nehogy -as opposed to ne -does not license a negative polarity pronoun (cf. Section 3.2.), which suggests that the pronoun is not a clause-mate of ne, i.e., the hogy element of nehogy is a proper complementizer, and ne represents an elliptical superordinate clause: There are also rare, archaic complex complementizers involving the particle sem. In common, everyday language their sem element is absent. This optional sem is not a truthfunctional negative operator; it merely denotes the irreality of the content of the subordinate clause.
(27) a. János okosabb annál, semhogy ezt elhiggye. John smarter it-ADESS not-that this-ACC believe-SUBJ-3SG 'John is smarter than believing this.' b. János inkább akadályozta, semmint támogatta a tervet. John rather blocked not-than supported the plan-ACC 'John blocked rather than supported the plan.' c. János okosabb, mintsem gondolnád.
John smarter than-not think-COND-2SG 'John is smarter than you would think.'
Non-clausal negation
Negative replies
The short negative answer to a positive yes-no question is Nem ‛No', with the verb and the verb modifier added optionally: 
Negative indefinites and quantifiers
A bare indefinite, e.g. that in (3a), can be interpreted as a verb modifier or as a focus. In the former case, it is negated via clausal negation, with the word order 'negative particle, verb, NP verb modifier ' (31a). If a focussed indefinite is negated, the word order is 'negative particle, NP focus , V' (31b).
(31) a. A kutya nem fogott nyulat. the dog not caught rabbit-ACC 'The dog did not catch any rabbit.' b. A kutya nem NYULAT fogott. the dog not rabbit-ACC caught 'It was not a rabbit that the dog caught.'
Indefinites containing an indefinite article must be supplied with the minimizer sem/se in the scope of negation. Such indefinites appear either among the constituents following the negated verb (32a), or they are preposed into the focus position immediately preceding the verb (32b). In the latter case, nem is not spelled out, or, putting it differently, it merges into sem, and sem is interpreted as the carrier of negation (see the discussion of (6b)).
(32) a. A kutya nem fogott egy nyulat sem. the dog not caught a rabbit at.all ‛The dog did not catch any rabbit.' b. A kutya EGY NYULAT SEM fogott.
‛The dog did not catch any rabbit.'
Hungarian is a negative concord language, i.e., negative indefinite and negative universal pronouns cooccur with a separate expression of sentential negation (cf. Haspelmath 1997 Haspelmath /2004 . Hungarian indefinite pronouns (valaki ‛somebody, valahol ‛somewhere', etc.) in the scope of negation, and universal pronouns (mindenki ‛everybody', mindenhol ‛everywhere', etc.) with scope over negation have identical negative polarity equivalents, composed of sem/se and the root morpheme of indefinite and universal pronouns, functioning as interrogative pronouns in themselves. Compare the set of interrogative, indefinite, universal, and negative pronouns: In many contexts, the negative pronouns, also referred to as se-pronouns, are ambiguous between a negative polarity existential reading ('it is not the case that anybody did…') and a negative polarity universal reading ('everybody did not…'). The two meanings are logically equivalent; however, the former is [-specific], whereas the latter is [+specific], denoting every member of a contextually determined set. In some cases the selectional restriction of the verb or the structural position of the pronoun only allows one of the two readings. E.g., when senki represents the subject of a verb expressing appearance or coming into being, requiring a nonspecific indefinite subject, it is an existential in the scope of negation: As illustrated by (34) and (35), a se-pronoun can be licensed by either a predicate-negating nem or a focus-negating nem. It can optionally be followed by the minimizer sem. When sem immediately precedes the negated verb or the negated focus, the negative particle is not spelled out; it has presumably merged into sem. Thus (34) and (35) 
Other aspects of negation
The scope of negation
As discussed in Section 3.2., a negative existential, e.g., senki, is ambiguous: it can function either as the negative polarity equivalent of valaki 'somebody', or as the negative polarity equivalent of mindenki 'everybody'. When functioning as a negative existential, it is in the scope of negation, and it is in the scope of focus, as well, if the sentence contains one:
(41) TAVALY nem felvételizett senki nyelvészetből. last.year not took.entrance.exam nobody linguistics-from ‛It was last year that nobody took an entrance exam in linguistics. [It was last year that there wasn't anybody who took an entrance exam in linguistics.]'
A se-pronoun functioning as a universal, on the other hand, takes immediate scope over negation (i.e., senki nem... means 'everybody was such that (s)he did not…'). If negation is subsumed by a focus, the scope order will be focus > universal > negation. The fact that the negative quantifier is in the scope focus is indicated by its destressing.
(42) A MÁSODIK ÉVFOLYAMON nem bukott meg senki nyelvészetből. the second-year class-in not failed PRT nobody linguitics-in ‛It was in the second-year class that nobody failed in linguistics. [It was in the secondyear class that everybody was such that (s)he did not fail in linguistics.]'
If the negative particle negates the focus, the scope order will be: universal > negation > focus:
(43) Senkit nem A PROFESSZOR buktatott meg nyelvészetből. nobody-ACC not the professor failed PRT linguistics-in ‛Nobody was failed in linguistics by the PROFESSOR. [For everybody, it was not the professor who failed him/her in linguistics].'
